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Abstract
Heat sensation, the ability to detect warm and noxious temperatures, is an ancient and indispensable sensory process. Noxious
temperatures can have detrimental effects on the physiology and integrity of cells, and therefore, the detection of environmental hot
temperatures is absolutely crucial for survival. Temperature-sensitive ion channels, which conduct ions in a highly temperature-
dependent manner, have been put forward as molecular thermometers expressed at the endings of sensory neurons. In particular,
several temperature-sensitive members of the transient receptor potential (TRP) superfamily of ion channels have been identified,
and amultitude of in vivo studies have shown that the capsaicin-sensitive TRPV1 channel plays a key role as a noxious heat sensor.
However, Trpv1-deficient mice display a residual heat sensitivity suggesting the existence of additional heat sensor(s). In this
chapter, we provide evidence for the role of the non-selective calcium-permeable TRPM3 ion channel as an additional heat sensor
that acts independently of TRPV1, and give an update of the modulation of this channel by variousmolecular mechanisms. Finally,
we compare antagonists of TRPM3 to specific blockers of TRPV1 as potential analgesic drugs to treat pathological pain.
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Feel the heat

The ability to sense noxious heat represents an evolutionary
conserved alarm system that helps to protect us from the det-
rimental effects of temperatures ≥ 43 °C on key biological
macromolecules, and thus on the integrity of cells and tissues
[3]. In healthy conditions, humans typically perceive temper-
atures ≥ 43 °C as painful [73]. However, under pathological
conditions such as inflammation, sunburn, or tissue injury, the
pain threshold is often lowered and the intensity of the heat
pain response increases. This can give rise to heat
hyperalgesia (an increased pain response to noxious heat),

heat allodynia (when moderate temperatures evoke a pain re-
sponse), and spontaneous burning pain without any obvious
stimulus [3, 73]. Therefore, elucidating the cellular and mo-
lecular bases of noxious heat sensing is of great importance,
not only to understand the basis of a fundamental and con-
served biological process essential for survival but also to
allow the development of therapies that counteract persistent
pain under pathological conditions.

The detection and transmission of heat stimuli crucially de-
pend on the activity of a multitude of ion channels in the plasma
membrane of sensory nerves, including background and
voltage-gated K+ channels that ensure a negative voltage over
the plasma membrane in the absence of stimuli, voltage-gated
Na+ channels that generate action potentials when a certain
voltage threshold is crossed, and one or more depolarizing ion
channels that open in response to heat such that the action
potential threshold can be reached [3, 14, 73]. This latter type
of ion channel is often considered as the primarymolecular heat
sensor. It should be noted, however, that the heat sensitivity of a
sensory neuron is not solely dependent on the properties of the
steeply heat-sensitive depolarizing channels, but rather on the
blend of depolarizing and repolarizing ion channels, all of
which exhibit at least some degree of thermosensitivity [69,
73]. As such, the actual contribution of temperature-sensitive
ion channels to thermosensation is highly dependent on the
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cellular context, which may explain why some highly
thermosensitive ion channels are also found in cell types that
are not involved in thermosensory processes.

The cloning of capsaicin-sensitive cation channel TRPV1
represents a milestone in our understanding of the molecular
basis of noxious heat sensing [7]. TRPV1 is a member of the
transient receptor potential (TRP) superfamily of cation chan-
nels, which function as tetramers built of subunits with six
transmembrane domains and are thus structurally related to
the large class of voltage-gated calcium, sodium, and potassium
channels [21]. TRPV1 was found to be activated by tempera-
tures exceeding ~ 42 °C and to be expressed in sensory termi-
nals of pain-conveying sensory neurons (nociceptors), strongly
suggesting that it plays a central role in the detection of noxious
heat in the pain pathway [7]. Surprisingly, however, genetic
ablation of TRPV1 in mice caused the expected loss of capsa-
icin sensitivity but only minor deficits in acute noxious heat
sensing [6, 12]. In contrast, various strategies to eliminate
TRPV1-expressing nociceptor neurons in mice invariably re-
sulted in almost complete absence of heat nociception. These
included studies where high doses of TRPV1 agonists such as
capsaicin or resiniferatoxin were used to kill or long-term de-
sensitize TRPV1-expressing neurons, as well as studies in
which a diphtheria toxin-mediated neuronal cell death mecha-
nism was introduced under the control of the TRPV1 promoter
[39, 47]. The essential conclusions of these studies are that
TRPV1-positive neurons are essential for noxious heat sensing
and that these neurons must express one or more TRPV1-
independent heat-sensing mechanisms.

Within the vanilloid (TRPV) subfamily of TRP channels,
three other members (TRPV2–TRPV4) were found to be also
steeply activated by heating, making them obvious candidates
to participate in TRPV1-independent (noxious) heat sensing
(for review, see [73]). However, this initial hypothesis has not
been corroborated by the results from mouse knockout stud-
ies. Mice lacking TRPV2 showed unaltered responses to nox-
ious heat, even when TRPV1 was concomitantly eliminated
[45]. In the case of TRPV3 and TRPV4, initial studies sug-
gested specific alterations in non-noxious and noxious heat
sensing [34, 41]. However, follow-up studies using animals
with a pure genetic background did not confirm a role for
these channels in acute heat sensing [29], although a contri-
bution to non-noxious warmth sensing in the skin cannot be
fully excluded [15, 34, 36, 40, 41]. In this respect, also a more
distantly related member of the melastatin subfamily of TRP
channels, TRPM2, was recently put forward as sensor of non-
noxious warmth [53, 61, 62]. At the cellular level, heat-
induced TRPM2 activation was proposed to occur not only
in sensory neurons but also in sympathetic neurons from the
superior cervical ganglion and in warm-sensitive neurons of
the preoptic area of the hypothalamus [53, 61]. Interestingly,
stimulation of TRPM2-positive neurons in the preoptic area
activates physiological processes that increase body

temperature, suggesting that TRPM2 is a key thermostat in-
volved in detecting changes in core body temperature [53].
Moreover, TRPM2-deficient mice show a deficit in behavioral
assays that tests the ability to discriminate warm temperatures,
but it is not fully clear at this point whether this behavioral
deficit reflects a role of TRPM2 in peripheral or central
thermosensation [61]. In any case, heat avoidance is unaffect-
ed in TRPM2-deficient mice, arguing against a key role for
TRPM2 in noxious heat sensing [61].

TRPV1-independent heat sensors—two hot
candidates

In recent years, two ion channels have emerged as prominent
candidates to act as TRPV1-independent molecular heat sen-
sors involved in detecting acute noxious heat, namely ANO1/
TMEM16A and TRPM3. Below, a brief account will be pro-
vided of the evidence linking ANO1/TMEM16A to acute heat
sensing, before focusing on the main topic of this review,
TRPM3.

ANO1/TMEM16A—a calcium-activated chloride
channel as heat sensor?

Anoctamin1/TMEM16A,member of a family of transmembrane
proteins with 11 members (Ano1–11; TMEM16A–K), was ini-
tially identified as a chloride channel activated by a rise in intra-
cellular calcium [5, 50, 79]. The name anoctamin refers to the
anionic nature of the current and the eight (Greek oktō) predicted
transmembrane domains [28]. Since recent structural work indi-
cates that there are actually ten transmembrane domains per Ano/
TMEM16 subunit, and that most members of the family are
actually not anion channels but rather phospholipid scramblases,
the name anoctamin has become a misnomer [4, 78].

Intriguingly, even when intracellular calcium is strongly
buffered to very low levels, Ano1/TMEM16A can be activat-
ed by heat and mediate a heat-activated current in sensory
neurons, raising the possibility that it can contribute to acute
heat sensing in vivo. Indeed, mice in which Ano1 was selec-
tively eliminated in sensory neurons showed increased laten-
cies to acute noxious heat [11, 33]. However, some caution is
warranted and additional research required before we can con-
clude that Ano1/TMEM16A functions as a direct molecular
sensor for acute heat pain. First, while there is evidence that
Ano1/TMEM16A is expressed in sensory neurons, it remains
to be demonstrated that the channel is present at the sensory
nerve terminals in, for instance, the skin, which is an essential
prerequisite for it to act as a primary heat sensor. Second, it has
been shown that Ano1/TMEM16A can be functionally
coupled to TRP channels including TRPV1 and TRPV4 via
calcium entry, raising the possibility that in sensory neurons
Ano1/TMEM16A may be primarily involved in transducing/
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amplifying the signal detected by TRPV1 rather than in acting
as a primary stimulus detector [59, 60]. The deficit in acute
heat sensing in the Ano/TMEM16A knockout animals would
be equally compatible with the channel acting as a primary
detector or as a stimulus amplifier. Third, the driving force for
chloride currents is generally much less negative than that for
sodium and calcium, and thus, the potential of Ano1/
TMEM16A to cause depolarization upon channel activation
is much smaller than that of calcium-permeable non-selective
cation channels such as most TRP channels. In fact, the chlo-
ride equilibrium potential over the membrane of sensory nerve
terminals is unknown, so it remains to be determined whether
activation of a chloride conductance will cause a depolariza-
tion or rather a stabilization of the sensory nerve ending. In
any case, the expression of temperature- and calcium-
dependent anion channels in sensory nerves provides ample
possibilities for the modulation of sensory responses under
various (patho)physiological conditions [33].

TRPM3—a heat sensor on (neuro)steroids

TRPM3 is a calcium-permeable non-selective cation channel
belonging to the TRPM subfamily, with only limited sequence
homology to TRPV1 [23, 44]. Whereas several splice iso-
forms have been identified, the TRPM3α2 isoform is by far
the best characterized [43] and corresponds functionally to the
TRPM3-dependent responses observed in the sensory system
[74]. Therefore, in the remainder of this review, we use
TRPM3 to denote the TRPM3α2 isoform.

TRPM3 is a polymodally activated channel that can be
activated by both physical and chemical stimuli (for a detailed
overview, see [27]). In a first study, heterologously expressed
TRPM3 was shown to be activated by hypotonic cell swelling
[23], but more robust channel activation was later shown
using chemical ligands. The best characterized chemical acti-
vators of TRPM3 are the synthetic small molecule CIM0216,
which is so far the most potent agonist of TRPM3 (EC50 ~
0.77 μM) [25], and the endogenous neurosteroid pregneno-
lone sulfate (PS) (EC50 ~ 23 μM) [76]. It remains unclear
whether PS can reach high-enough levels in vivo to act as a
genuine endogenous TRPM3 ligand. Below, we summarize
the evidence that TRPM3 acts as a heat sensor involved in
noxious heat sensation in the somatosensory system.

TRPM3 as a heat sensor in vitro and in vivo

TRPM3 activation by heat—heterologous expression
systems

HEK293T cells expressing TRPM3 exhibit robust and revers-
ible responses to heat stimulation, both in Fura2-based calci-
um imaging and whole-cell patch-clamp experiments [74].

The thermal sensitivity of an ion channel can be quantified
by measuring the 10° temperature coefficient (Q10), which is
the fold increase in current upon a 10° temperature increment.
A value of 7.2 has been determined for heterologously
expressed TRPM3 [74], which is high in comparison to
temperature-insensitive ion channels (Q10 < 2) [27] but rela-
tively modest compared to some other thermosensitive TRP
channels such as TRPV1, for which Q10 values > 15 have
been reported [27, 71]. It should be noted here that a direct
comparison of Q10 values between channels obtained in dif-
ferent studies is not possible, as the Q10 can vary strongly
depending on the experimental settings and cellular back-
ground [70]. Notably, in lipid bilayers, it was shown that heat
activation of TRPM3 is dependent on the presence of phos-
phatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) [67].

A common property of thermosensitive TRP channels is
the synergistic effect of chemical agonists and thermal stimuli.
For example, subactivating proton concentrations sensitize
TRPV1 for heat activation [7, 65], and TRPM8-mediated
menthol responses are strongly potentiated by cold [37, 46].
A similar synergism was also observed for heat and PS. The
EC50 value for TRPM3 activation by PS is around 23 μM at
room temperature (RT, 22 °C) [76]. However, PS concentra-
tions as low as 100 nM were found to evoke robust TRPM3-
mediated responses at 37 °C [74]. Such low PS concentrations
are considered to be within the physiological range of plasma
PS concentrations in humans, suggesting that PS may there-
fore act as endogenous agonist of TRPM3 in vivo [24].
Altogether, in vitro experiments using heterologously
expressed TRPM3 demonstrate that it can act as a heat-
activated channel that is able to integrate chemical and thermal
stimuli.

TRPM3 activation by heat—sensory neurons

In mammals, environmental thermal signals are detected by
afferent neurons of the somatosensory system. The cell
bodies of primary sensory neurons that innervate the skin
are clustered in the trigeminal ganglia (TG) and the dorsal
root ganglia (DRG). Expression of TRPM3 was found in
peripheral sensory DRG and TG neurons of mice and rats,
both at the mRNA and protein levels [56, 74]. Interestingly,
quantitative RT-PCR studies showed that TRPM3 expres-
sion levels in sensory neurons are comparable to that of the
other thermosensitive TRP channels TRPV1, TRPA1, and
TRPM8 [68, 74]. Complementary studies comparing the
relative mRNA expression of TRP channel genes at the
single ganglion level showed consistent TRPM3 mRNA
expression levels in DRGs from distinct vertebral segments
[68]. At the functional level, TRPM3 expression in mice
and rats was demonstrated in ~ 60% of the DRG and TG
neurons in Fura2-based calcium-imaging experiments
using PS as the stimulus [32, 74]. The number of PS-
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responding neurons was comparable to the number of cap-
saicin (TRPV1 agonist)- or allyl-isothiocyanate-responsive
neurons (TRPA1 agonist) [74]. Further assessment illus-
trated that the functional TRPM3 expression is restricted
to small-diameter (< 25 μm) unmyelinated somatosensory
neurons, analogous to the TRPV1 and TRPA1 expression
[74]. Typically, these slow-conduction, small-diameter C-
fibers carry sensory information responsible for the detec-
tion of temperature and are involved in noxious heat
sensing.

Indeed, a large fraction of heat-sensitive sensory neurons is
also responsive to PS stimulation [74]. In sensory neurons
from Trpm3−/− mice, a small (around 15%) but significant
reduction in the number of heat responders was observed
[74]. In particular, the subgroup of heat-sensitive neurons
responding to PS but not to capsaicin was ablated [74]. The
relatively modest reduction of heat-responsive neurons in
Trpm3−/− mice may be explained by the co-expression within
the same neurons of TRPM3 with TRPV1 and possibly other
heat-sensitive ion channels. Indeed, the largest fraction of
heat-sensitive neurons responded to both PS and capsaicin
[74]. Taken together, these results suggest that the endoge-
nously expressed TRPM3 channels in sensory neurons
contribute to heat responses as one of multiple heat sen-
sors. The high expression of TRPM3 in peripheral sensory
neurons may suggest additional functions of the channel
that are not primarily related to noxious heat detection. For
instance, as TRPM3 was identified as a channel that can be
activated by hypotonic cell swelling, a possible role in

mechanosensory processes cannot be excluded (Grimm
et al. 2003).

TRPM3 activation by heat—in vivo evidence

Trpm3−/−mice exhibit clear deficits in their avoidance to nox-
ious heat, as evidenced by extended reaction latencies in the
tail immersion and hot plate assays, and a reduced avoidance
of the hot temperature zones in the thermal gradient and ther-
mal preference tests [74]. Likewise, a prolonged latency in the
hot plate and tail immersion test was observed in mice after
systemic treatment with the TRPM3 inhibitors hesperetin,
isosakuranetin, and primidone [32, 55].

The difference in heat responsiveness between wild-type
and Trpm3−/− mice becomes more pronounced following local
injection of complete Freund’s adjuvant. Whereas this inflam-
matory challenge causes a significant reduction in the response
latencies in wild-type mice, heat response latencies remain un-
altered in Trpm3−/−mice [74]. Similarly, pharmacological inhi-
bition of TRPM3 by flavanones or primidone reduces the sen-
sitivity of mice to noxious heat [32, 55]. Taken together, these
results provide strong evidence for an in vivo involvement of
TRPM3 in the detection of noxious heat.

Molecular mechanisms of TRPM3 modulation

TRPM3 activity can be modulated via various molecular
mechanisms, schematically summarized in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Simplified overview of TRPM3 modulation. TRPM3 can be
activated by heat and the neurosteroid pregnenolone sulfate (PS). A first
modulation of TRPM3 activity is regulated by phosphoinositols (PIPs).
ATP restores the PIP2 level in the plasma membrane by phosphoinositol
kinase activity (PIK). In addition, TRPM3 activity is regulated by G-
protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs). When a GPCR like μ opioid or
GABA-B receptors is activated by an agonist molecule like morphine,

DAMGO, or baclofen, the heterotrimeric complex can interact with the
cytosolic surface of the GPCR. After binding to GTP, the complex is
dissociated into Gα-GTP and a Gβγ subunit. TRPM3 activity is inhibited
by direct binding to Gβγ. A third modulator of TRPM3 is clotrimazole
(Clt) that can induce the opening of a non-canonical ionic pore in the
presence of PS
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Phosphatidylinositol phosphates

Like many other TRP channels, TRPM3 channel activity is
positively regulated by the abundant phosphoinositide
phosphoinositol 4,5-biphosphate (PI(4,5)P2) [1, 66].
Depletion of the PI(4,5)P2 level in the plasma membrane de-
creased the activity of TRPM3 in whole-cell patch-clamp
measurements and in intact cells, whereas exogenous
PI(4,5)P2 applied to the intracellular surface of the plasma
membrane returned TRPM3 activity in inside-out patches [1,
66]. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that ATP applied to the
cytosolic side exhibits a strong stimulatory effect on TRPM3
activity, which requires the activity of PI-kinases resulting in
the (re)synthesis of phosphatidylinositol phosphates (PIPs).
Different from other TRP channels, TRPM3 discriminated
little between different forms of PIP2 (PI(4,5)P2, PI(3,5)P2,
or PI(3,4)P2), and its activity was more potently enhanced
by (PI(3,4,5)P3) [1, 66].

These results provide the first potential link between
TRPM3 activity and metabotropic receptors such as the hista-
mine or bradykinin receptors, which are implicated in
nociception and inflammation. Rapid depletion of PI(4,5)P2
by receptor-induced PLC activation may quickly suppress
TRPM3 activity, whereas receptor-induced PI3-kinase activa-
tion may result in a rise in PI(3,4,5)P3 and thereby enhance
TRPM3 activity. At this point, the consequences of TRPM3
modulation by receptor-mediated phosphoinositide metabo-
lism for (patho)physiological heat sensing remain unclear. A
study on planar lipid bilayers reported that heat-induced acti-
vation of TRPM3 occurs only in the presence of PIP2 [67], but
how this translates to intact sensory neurons remains to be
established.

TRPM3 modulation by G-protein-coupled receptors

Recently, evidencewas provided for an alternative mechanism
of regulation of TRPM3 by G-protein-coupled receptors
(GPCRs) [2, 13, 48]. TRPM3 channel activity induced by
chemical ligands was strongly and reversibly inhibited upon
stimulation of a variety of GPCRs, including the μ opioid,
neuropeptide Y, and GABA-B receptors. Moreover, in
HEK293 cells co-expressing the GABAB or μ opioid recep-
tors with TRPM3 channels, a complete inhibition of the Ca2+

responses to heat pulses was observed in the presence of the
GABAB receptor agonist baclofen or μ opioid receptor ago-
nist DAMGO, respectively [2, 13]. Direct binding to the chan-
nel of the Gβγ subunit of the trimeric G-proteins, rather than a
Gαi- or cAMP-mediated mechanism, was identified as the
molecular mechanism underlying the inhibitory effect [2, 13,
48]. Importantly, the activity of the endogenous TRPM3 in
DRG neurons was also negatively modulated by Gβγ follow-
ing activation of various GPCRs expressed in these neurons,
including the μ opioid, somatostatin, NPY, and GABAB

receptors [2, 13, 48]. In vivo, peripheral activation of
GPCRs by administration of morphine, DAMGO, PYY, or
baclofen strongly attenuated TRPM3-dependent pain evoked
by intraplantar PS and CIM0216 injection [2, 13, 48].
Remarkably, the activation of the same GPCRs does not
strongly inhibit other TRP channels that are co-expressed with
TRPM3 in DRG neurons, namely TRPV1 and TRPA1. This
was supported by the fact that injection of DAMGO was in-
effective in reducing the capsaicin-induced nocifensive be-
havior [13]. Interestingly, inhibition of μ opioid and NPY
Y2 receptor activity using the respective inverse agonists nal-
oxone and BIIE0246 augmented TRPM3 activity in DRG
neurons and TRPM3-mediated pain responses in vivo, indi-
cating that these receptors have a basal level of activity that
tonically inhibits TRPM3 activity.

These data established TRPM3 channels as a privileged
target of peripheral μ opioid receptors, raising the possibility
that TRPM3 may be an important target in the analgesic ef-
fects of peripheral opioids. However, whereas the above-
described in vitro experiments demonstrated a reduced re-
sponse to heat stimulation in TRPM3-overexpressing cells, it
is not yet known whether the noxious thermoreception via
TRPM3 is affected by agonists of the peripheral GPCRs
in vivo and whether this may contribute to the analgesic ef-
fects of opioids on inflammatory thermal hyperalgesia.

Opening of an alternative permeation pathway

As other TRP channels, TRPM3 activation by heat or PS
opens the central pore formed by transmembrane segments
S5 and S6 and induces outwardly rectifying currents in
TRPM3-expressing cells. The central pore of TRPM3 is high-
ly permeable for Ca2+, Mg2+, and Zn2+ [43, 75] and can be
blocked by the non-specific cation channel blocker La3+ [23,
72]. In a search for TRPM3 modulators, the antifungal com-
pound clotrimazole (Clt) was found not only to enhance PS-
activated TRPM3 currents but also to induce a distinct, in-
wardly rectifying current component at negative voltages.
Remarkably, this inwardly rectifying current component
showed biophysical properties that were clearly distinct from
the canonical current through the central pore, including a
strong inward rectification, low permeability to Ca2+, and
minimal sensitivity to La3+ block [72]. Moreover, the inward-
ly rectifying current was not affected by a mutation in the
central pore but abolished by mutations in the transmembrane
region S4 [72]. Taken together, these findings indicate that the
inwardly rectifying current is mediated via an alternative per-
meation pathway, distinct from the central pore. Although the
nature of this alternative pathway is still obscure, it can be
hypothesized that it involved the voltage-sensing domain
formed by S1–S4, similar to the Bomega pore^ described in
voltage-dependent Na+, K+, or Ca2+ channels, [26, 51, 52, 63,
64]. Notably, activation of the alternative permeation pathway
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strongly enhanced nociceptor action potential firing and exac-
erbated TRPM3-induced pain in vivo [72]. Note that the open-
ing of the alternative permeation pathway is highly stimulus
dependent. Whereas heat, either alone or in combination with
Clt, is not able to gate the alternative permeation pathway, ac-
tivation of the inwardly rectifying current by PS + Clt was
strongly enhanced at 37 °C compared to RT [72]. Further re-
search is required to establish under which (patho)physiological
conditions the alternative pathway is activated in vivo.

TRPM3 antagonists to ease the pain?

The discovery of TRPM3 as a nociceptor channel in sensory
neurons, implicated in both acute pain and inflammatory heat
hyperalgesia, has raised the possibility that TRPM3 activity
may be pharmacologically targeted to treat pathological pain.
The first preclinical studies in this respect are surprisingly
encouraging. Several TRPM3 antagonists have been charac-
terized in vitro, including secondary plant metabolites such as
the flavonones naringenin (IC50 ~ 500 nM), liquiritigenin
(IC50 ~ 500 nM), and isosakuranetin (IC50 ~ 50 nM) [55,
56], as well as approved drugs known to affect other molecu-
lar targets, including the non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
diclofenac (IC50 ~ 6.2 μM), the antidepressant maprotiline
(IC50 ~ 1.3 μM), and the anticonvulsant primidone (IC50 ~
600 nM) [32, 57]. Interestingly, several of these compounds
potently inhibit the pain response to intraplantar injection of
PS, increase the latency to hot stimuli, and revert heat
hyperalgesia in inflammatory or neuropathic pain models [8,
30, 32, 55]. Moreover, as described above, recent work dem-
onstrates that peripheral opioids can inhibit TRPM3 activity in
sensory neurons via a Gβγ-mediated mechanism [2, 13, 48],
raising the exciting possibility that TRPM3 inhibition may
contribute to the analgesic effects of opioids. It should be
noted that none of the above-mentioned pharmacological
in vivo studies have included control experiments using
TRPM3-deficient animals, so some caution is warranted be-
fore not strictly linking the observed effects to TRPM3
inhibition.

Whereas these results provide a strong incentive to develop
better and more specific TRPM3 antagonists as potential an-
algesic drugs for human use, some caution is certainly war-
ranted. In this respect, the lessons learnt from past and current
projects to develop TRPV1 antagonists for the treatment of
pain may form an important beacon. In the last two decades,
following the cloning of TRPV1 [7] and the finding that
TRPV1 knockout mice fail to develop inflammatory heat
hyperalgesia [6, 12], several billions of US dollars have been
invested in the (pre-)clinical development of TRPV1-targeting
small molecules [42, 58]. While this endeavor has yielded a
multitude of classes of TRPV1 antagonists that potently and
selectively inhibit the channel in vitro and in vivo [42], to the

best of our knowledge, none of these has come close to reach
approval for clinical use. Three main reasons can be pointed
out for the disappointing return on investment of the TRPV1
antagonist development. First, it was realized that acute phar-
macological inhibition of TRPV1 can cause a significant and
potentially dangerous (> 40°) increase in core body tempera-
ture [18, 20]. This was somewhat unexpected, since TRPV1
was originally described as a channel that only activates at
temperatures > 42 °C [7] and TRPV1 knockout mice were
found to have a normal core body temperature [6, 12].
Further research clearly indicated that the hyperthermia is an
on-target effect, resulting from blockade of TRPV1 in the
peripheral nervous system, and that the effect is attenuated
upon repeated exposure [16, 17]. Second, patients treated with
TRPV1 antagonists had a significantly compromised noxious
heat response, thereby increasing the risk of accidental burns
[10, 31, 35]. These two potentially dangerous undesirable side
effects represented a major hurdle in the clinical development
of the first generation of TRPV1 antagonists, but also fueled
further research towards the development of safer, second-
generation antagonists that lack a pronounced hyperthermic
effect and have less effect on acute heat sensing. Third, the
limited amount of human studies reporting the effects of those
TRPV1 antagonists that made it to clinical studies showed
either no or relatively limited clinically relevant effects [42].
These include studies where orally available TRPV1 antago-
nists were tested in randomized trials to treat pain after third
molar extraction [49], osteoarthritis pain [38], esophageal pain
in patients with gastroesophageal reflux disease [31], and pru-
ritus [22]. Preclinical studies in animal models had firmly
established that genetic ablation or pharmacological inhibition
of TRPV1 prevents and reverts heat hyperalgesia [6, 12, 19,
42, 77]. However, the evidence that reducing TRPV1 activity
can significantly alleviate other important components of
chronic pain conditions is more variable. For instance, effects
of TRPV1 antagonists on mechanical hypersensitivity are de-
tected in some studies [19, 77] but not in others [9, 54], and
cold allodynia is mostly unaffected.

If we scrutinize the (comparatively little) literature on
TRPM3 antagonists with respect to these three issues (hyper-
thermia, risk of burn injury, and effectiveness against different
pain modalities), a relatively positive picture emerges. With
respect to changes in acute heat sensitivity, Trpm3−/− mice or
rodents treated with TRPM3 antagonists show increased with-
drawal latencies [56, 74], analogous to what was found for
TRPV1, so this aspect will remain an important point of atten-
tion in further drug development efforts. However, with respect
to hyperthermia, several studies have shown that systemic in-
hibition of TRPM3 with different classes of antagonists does
not affect core body temperature [30, 32, 55]. The tested an-
tagonists inhibit TRPM3 independently of the mode of channel
activation (thermal, chemical) [32, 55, 56], suggesting that
TRPM3 inhibition does not affect normal thermoregulation.
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Finally, with respect to different pain modalities, evidence has
been presented that TRPM3 antagonists alleviated mechanical,
heat, and cold hyperalgesia/allodynia [8, 30], suggesting that
TRPM3 antagonism may have an overall broader effect on
pain sensation than TRPV1 antagonism. Nevertheless, it
should be noted that further studies with a more selective
TRPM3 antagonist are required before strong conclusions
can be drawn regarding TRPM3 as a pain target and that it
remains difficult to predict to what extent statistically signifi-
cant preclinical data in animal models of pain translate towards
clinically relevant pain relief in human diseases.

Conclusions and perspectives

It is now well established that TRPM3 forms heat-sensitive ion
channels in sensory neurons, where it is co-expressed with
TRPV1, and that both channels are implicated in acute heat-
induced pain. However, pharmacological inhibition of TRPV1
in the TRPM3-deficient mice did not fully abrogate avoidance
responses to noxious heat [74], implying the existence of one
or more additional molecular sensors for the detection of nox-
ious heat in sensory neurons; the calcium-activated chloride
channel Ano1/TMEM16A is currently a hot candidate.

In recent years, evidence has accumulated indicating that
pharmacological inhibition of TRPM3 can alleviate acute pain
as well as hyperalgesia in the context of inflammation and
nerve injury. Preclinical studies in rodents are highly promis-
ing and suggest that inhibition of TRPM3 causes significant
analgesia in various pain models without the undesirable side
effects that hindered the clinical progress of TRPV1 antago-
nists. Further studies may reveal the exact mechanisms where-
by TRPM3 modulates pathological pain, and establish wheth-
er the preclinical observed effects of TRPM3 antagonists
translate to clinically relevant analgesia in humans, as a basis
for the development of a novel class of painkillers.
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